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Senator Katz, Representative Kruger, and Members of the Joint Standing
Committee on Government Oversight, thank you for the opportunity to
testify this morning. My name is Bruce Sleeper, and I am volunteer legal
counsel for TrainRiders/Northeast. As many of you may know, TrainRiders
is a grass roots citizens’ organization with hundreds of members from
Maine, New England, and elsewhere. Since 1989, TrainRiders has been
educating public officials and the public at large about the benefits of
passenger rail service in Maine and throughout the Northeast. TrainRiders
has worked, and continues to work, closely with the Northern New
England Passenger Rail Authority Rail Authority (NNEPRA), Amtrak, the
Maine Department of Transportation (MDOT) and others to ensure that
these benefits are communicated to all. TrainRiders also operates a host
program both on board the Downeaster service between Portland and
Boston, as well as at several of the station stops along the way.
TrainRiders was the driving force behind the initiation of the Downeaster
service and continues to strongly support it to this day.

In March 2015, this Committee requested the Office of Program
Evaluation & Government Accountability (OPEGA) to review the
operations of NNEPRA. Last July, OPEGA made recommendations (the
"Recommendations") to this Committee for the scope of that review. Just
last month, OPEGA presented its Information Brief (the "Brief") concerning
that review to this Committee. Although discussing some minor concerns,
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neither the Recommendations nor the Brief in any way criticized the underlying
management or operational practices or actions of NNEPRA. To the contrary, in the
Recommendations, OPEGA stated that

 It had not “identified any potential concerns or high risk conditions that lead us to
definitely recommend further review” of any NNEPRA functions which are “key to
providing the most effective and efficient passenger rail service possible.”; and

 It did not find that mismanagement or lack of transparency are “areas of high risk
at this time that lead us to recommend further review of any of these functions.”

As noted in the Brief, and as should otherwise be obvious, NNEPRA is constrained to
operate within the bounds set by the statutes which regulate its activities. Maine’s
Passenger Rail Service Act (the “Act”), 23 M.R.S.A. §§ 8001-8120, establishes
NNEPRA and enunciates the policy provisions by which it is governed. In 1991, the
Maine Legislature originally adopted that Act, which became the first citizen initiated bill
to be enacted by that body without referral to the voters. This enactment occurred after
TrainRiders, through its political action committee, RailVision, presented the Legislature
with petitions, which were ultimately signed by approximately 90,000 registered Maine
voters, asking for passage of the Act. Originally, the Act did not include any provision for
the formation of NNEPRA, but, in 1995, the Legislature, at the strong urging of then
Governor Angus King, added provisions to the Act to create that body, in large part to
minimize concerns that the State might otherwise become liable for passenger rail
activities.

I, personally, am in a rather unique position with respect to the Act. As counsel for
TrainRiders, I authored the original citizen initiated version of the Act which was
adopted by the Legislature in 1991. I then worked with counsel for the Maine
Department of Transportation in authoring the 1995 revisions to the Act, and served on
NNEPRA’s inaugural board of directors. Accordingly, I am intimately familiar with the
purposes of that Act.

First, and foremost, the Act was meant to support, and continues to support, the
initiation and maintenance of passenger rail service between points inside Maine, as
well as to and from points both inside and outside of this State. See 23 M.R.S.A.
§ 8003(1). In adopting the Act, the Legislature made the policy decision that such
passenger rail service should exist and be supported. Any questions concerning this
proposition must be directed to the Legislature and cannot be the subject of discussions
here.

The Act, however, is not fanatical in either its wording or intent. NNEPRA is not directed
to initiate or support passenger rail service except to the extent that those actions are
“reasonable”. See §§ 8003(1) (NNEPRA directed to take all actions that are “reasonably
necessary” to initiate, establish, or reinitiate service). This means that NNEPRA is
required to determine whether proposed actions are “reasonable”, something which it
had repeatedly done by studying and considering whether those actions are justified
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within the statutorily required context of supporting passenger rail service in Maine.
That, in turn, means that the cost of these actions is considered in comparison with their
anticipated public benefit. This does not mean that passenger rail service is required to
pay for itself, something which no major transportation system does, and, in fact, the Act
itself contemplates that public monetary support will be required for this service in order
to provide the public benefit for that service. See § 8006. What it does mean is that
NNEPRA must determine whether the anticipated public benefit matches or exceeds
the cost of its actions, as well as whether funds necessary for that action are available
either from internal revenues or other funding sources. It also means that NNEPRA
must determine the most reasonable and cost effective method of taking that action and
that NNEPRA must manage that action to ensure that it is carried out as cost effectively
as reasonably possible and otherwise in a reasonable manner.

As a public agency, NNEPRA is accountable to MDOT, the Legislature, and, ultimately,
the people of the state of Maine, as well as to other agencies, such as the Federal
Transit Administration and the Federal Railroad Administration (the “FRA”), from which
it receives funding. This means that not only do these agencies oversee NNEPRA’s
activities, it also means that NNEPRA must act within the standards of disclosure and
transparency required of all public entities.

NNEPRA, with a staff of less than 10 people, has met these requirements in an
admirable manner, while at the same time remaining bound by these and other
constraints. In fact, NNEPRA, and its executive director, Patricia Quinn, have repeatedly
been held up as models for similar agencies in other states and have won many awards
for their activities. In recognition of her ability and achievements, Ms. Quinn’s
colleagues have elected her to leadership positions in the national passenger rail arena.

The complaints leveled against NNEPRA which resulted in the OPEGA evaluation, as
well as that evaluation itself, must be viewed against this background. In that context,
and as shown by the Recommendations and the Brief, NNEPRA has performed
splendidly. One example of this is the construction of the layover facility in Brunswick.
Without that facility, Downeaster trains were forced to move between Portland and
Brunswick each day in order to allow for overnight maintenance. Because these moves
occurred late at night and early in the morning, the cost of providing passenger service
on these moves exceeded offsetting revenues, so these trains were empty of
passengers when they were moved. Even so, these moves added expenses to the
operation of the Downeaster service for, among other things, fuel and crew costs.
Additionally, the lack of a maintenance facility in Brunswick limited service north of
Portland to two round trips a day, resulting in lower revenues than would otherwise be
the case. This also resulted in a schedule which required at last one train set to stay in
Brunswick for several hours, which, in turn, required the locomotive in that set to run
during that time, creating additional expense, noise, and emissions. Last, but certainly
not least, maintenance in Portland was outdoors, resulting in additional cost, hardship to
workers, and inability to maintain the equipment as well as would be the case with an
indoor facility.
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In previous studies, NNEPRA had determined that the expansion of the Downeaster
service north of Portland to Brunswick would not add any significant additional
operational costs to that service if an indoor layover facility were to be constructed in
Brunswick and trip frequency were increased to five round trips per day. Continuing use
of the outdoor maintenance facility in Portland added several hundred thousand dollars
to the cost of the expanded service. It also lowered anticipated revenues since the lack
of a Brunswick facility limited service to two round trips per day. After additional study,
NNEPRA proposed the construction of an indoor layover facility at what was termed the
“Brunswick West” site, a proposal which met with strong opposition from a small group
consisting primarily of some who lived near the proposed site.

NNEPRA’s choice for the location of a layover facility was made only after it had
received an August 2011 report from an engineering firm evaluating six potential sites.
Based upon criteria such as environmental considerations, availability of land, site
topography, utility connections, proximity to residences, land use compatibility,
comparative operating and construction costs, road connections, and traffic impacts,
that report determined that the Brunswick West site was the most appropriate for
construction of the facility and this was, ultimately, the site chosen for construction. This
was later supported by independent reports issued by MDOT in early 2013 which
concluded that a facility at the Brunswick West site would cost far less, take much less
time to construct, be more environmentally sound, and otherwise be more preferable,
than a facility located at another site supported by those who opposed use of the
Brunswick West location. NNEPRA’s conclusion was also supported by the September
2013 Environmental Assessment prepared jointly by NNEPRA and the FRA for
construction of the facility, as well as by the June 2014 Finding of No Significant Impact
issued by the FRA. Thus, three separate agencies in four different studies concluded
that the Brunswick West site was the one most suited for the facility.

Not only was the location of the facility, at the instigation of NNEPRA, well studied, the
process for determining that location was also subject to numerous opportunities for
public participation. During the period from April 21, 2011 through July 23, 2013,
NNEPRA discussed facility construction at no less than 16 public meetings. This does
not include the public hearings which were later held before the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection and the Board of Environmental Protection as part of the
storm water permitting process. Additionally, NNEPRA formed an advisory group (which
included members who supported use of another site) to facilitate community comment
on the design of the layover building. Members of the public, including opponents, were
invited to, and did, attend many of these meetings and hearings, including meetings of
the advisory group.

None of the above was sufficient to alleviate the concerns of at least some of those who
opposed the Brunswick West site. Complete unanimity of public opinion cannot,
however, be the standard to which a governmental agency is held. Instead, NNEPRA
did what was mandated: after due study of the matter, it made a carefully reasoned
decision to construct a facility that was necessary for the continued success of
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passenger rail service in Maine, and also made major efforts to engage the public in the
decision making process. Construction of the facility is now at or near completion.

A second example demonstrates additional constraints under which NNEPRA operates
and shows that there are limits to its abilities for which it cannot be blamed. NNEPRA
does not operate the Downeaster rail service, nor does it own any of the track over
which that service runs. Instead, NNEPRA has contracted with Amtrak to operate the
service, and Amtrak has entered into contracts with PanAm Railways and the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority to run that service over the rail lines owned
by those entities. As a result, NNEPRA does not have any responsibility for, or ability to,
maintain those rail lines or the trains which run over those lines. Regular track
maintenance requires the replacement of rail ties and associated materials on a regular
basis. A significant tie replacement program was scheduled to begin in the fall of 2014
on the PanAm portion of the line, but could not be started at that time because of a
nation-wide shortage of ties. This deferred maintenance then combined with severe
weather conditions during the winter and early spring of 2015-2015 to increase the
scope of the required work, which, because of the earlier delay, had to commence in
April 2015, the start of the service’s busiest season. Furthermore, when the track
conditions became known, the FRA imposed a restriction on the maximum speed at
which trains could be operated, resulting in ongoing delays. Additionally, although ties
had become available, PanAm, which controlled and performed the work, had trouble
with some of its equipment, as well as with replacement equipment. This caused delays
in the performance of the work, resulting in an extended and somewhat erratic
construction period. During this delay, the FRA imposed speed limits remained in place.
The upshot of this was that 543 trains were cancelled or interrupted during construction,
and many others were delayed when they did run the full route. The delay and
somewhat erratic construction schedule also made it difficult for NNEPRA and Amtrak
to predict when work associated service delays and shutdowns would occur, which in
turn affected their ability to provide passengers with advance notice of the same.

This work was entirely under the control of PanAm which itself suffered from
unforeseen, unforeseeable, and, in many instances, unavoidable problems. Ridership
plummeted because of actual delays and cancellations, as well as the uncertainty
concerning the same. NNEPRA encouraged PanAm to take whatever steps it could to
speed up the process, and apparently helped PanAm obtain some replacement
equipment. It also worked with TrainRiders and TrainRiders’ rail hosts to provide
passengers with whatever information might be available about these problems.

The problems with the tie replacement program resulted in criticism of NNEPRA. This
criticism is certainly understandable, but, given NNEPRA’s inability to control the
situation, is also unwarranted. NNEPRA itself did all that it could do, but was limited in
its ability to directly ameliorate these problems. NNEPRA has continued to work closely
with PanAm to ensure that a current tie replacement program does not face the same
issues.
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Finally, critics have also attempted to unjustifiably demonize the relationship between
TrainRiders and NNEPRA. This relationship is completely above-aboard and
understandable considering that: (a) TrainRiders was the driving force behind re-
initiation of passenger rail service in Maine; (b) TrainRiders aided in the creation of
NNEPRA; (c) TrainRiders’ goals and objectives, to a large extent, mirror those of
NNEPRA, and both it and NNEPRA are working towards the success of passenger rail
service to, from, and within the State of Maine; and (d) TrainRiders operates an on-
board host program by agreement with NNEPRA and Amtrak, and also provides hosts
at several of the station stops for the Downeaster service. This does not mean that
TrainRiders and NNEPRA agree on all things rail, but it does mean that the activities of
TrainRiders and NNEPRA proceed from a common set of beliefs and result in activities
which often overlap, necessitating both communication and coordination. NNEPRA’s
role in the same shows that it is working towards its statutorily mandated objectives, not
that it is acting in any nefarious or untoward manner.

NNEPRA has been tasked with initiating, expanding, and maintaining passenger rail
service to, from, and within the State of Maine. This is not a minor chore, but, instead,
is a major undertaking, requiring coordination between multiple parties over several
states at the local, regional, and even national level, as well as the administration of
large sums of money, all while overseeing the continued operation of the Downeaster in
a safe and prudent manner with a minimum of staffing. NNEPRA should be applauded
for its successful efforts to bring an alternative mode of transportation to Maine and the
region, and hopes that this Committee will not proceed further with investigations that
have no significant benefit to the State and serve only to redirect scarce resources into
unproductive avenues of inquiry.

TrainRiders appreciates this opportunity to express our views, and, as always, we are
available to assist this Committee with passenger rail issues.

F. Bruce Sleeper, Esquire
Legal Counsel to TrainRiders Northeast

Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry
Ten Free Street
P.O. Box 4510
Portland, ME 04112
207-775-7271
bsleeper@jbgh.com
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